USNH FIS STEERING

USNH FINANCIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (FIS) STEERING COMMITTEE

The Financial Information Systems (FIS) Steering Committee is responsible for establishing user priorities for modifications and the future direction of the FIS, and communicating these modifications to promote the effective and efficient use of the FIS. The FIS includes all financial systems common to USNH institutions and subsystems to the extent they affect Banner Finance. FIS Steering provides recommendations to the Information Technology Coordinating Council (ITCC) and the Information Technology Policies and Planning Council (ITPAC), and general direction to the Enterprise Computing Group (ECG) in the areas of new or revised policies relative to the FIS; IT resource allocation decisions; financial programming prioritization; Banner Finance training, testing and documentation; and other areas of general financial user concern, including access, availability, hardware and appropriateness of resources. In this regard, FIS Steering represents all financial users’ interests and actively encourages users to contact the appropriate FIS Steering representative.